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Beep, Inc., headquartered in Orlando, Florida, offers autonomous mobility solutions to public and private
agencies and communities in controlled speed, geofenced areas as proof points for the safe testing of
autonomous vehicles on public roads. In the United States, Beep is currently operating the largest and
longest autonomous vehicle mobility network at a single site.
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THE OPPORTUNITY
The Mayo Clinic in Jacksonville, Florida sought to implement fully
autonomous transport of test samples and other medical supplies
during the COVID-19 pandemic. The closed medical campus
environment experiences minimal traffic on low-speed roads and
connects various services on the property. The Mayo Clinic in
conjunction with Jacksonville Transportation Authority were looking
to test the feasibility and viability of fully autonomous vehicles on the
campus with no attendant onboard to help facilitate the safe transport
of COVID-19 test supplies and other medical tests from a drive-thru
site to another building for processing.
THE SOLUTION
Jacksonville Transportation Authority (JTA), Mayo Clinic partnered with
Beep due to their experience in planning, deploying and managing
autonomous shuttle technology throughout Florida. Beep also has
an extensive engagement with JTA providing various autonomous
vehicle platforms to its Test and Learn program. In concert with the
JTA, and Mayo Clinic, Beep enabled multiple NAVYA vehicles end-toend along the roughly 0.5-mile route on the Mayo Clinic campus. JTA
and Beep identified the safest route possible on campus to connect
the drive-thru testing site and another building on the property where
the test samples would be dropped off. The COVID-19 test samples
were placed in secure containers prior to Mayo Clinic healthcare
professionals loading the samples onto the shuttle.
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Once the samples were secured on the vehicle, a remote operator initiated the shuttle’s journey from the
testing site to the drop-off location. While the shuttle was along the route, it was monitored by on-ground
support staff equipped with a wireless e-stop.
THE RESULTS
The self-driving shuttles with no attendant onboard served two primary objectives. First, it freed up cycles for
Mayo Clinic staff who would have otherwise had to transport samples thus enabling them to focus on other
important tasks. Secondly, moving samples autonomously also removed a level of human interaction with
the tests and helped reduce exposure to the virus. Beep and the JTA partnered to fast-track the creation,
testing, and deployment of the autonomous shuttle route in eight days. Beep and JTA enabled a number of
measures to ensure safe operation of the vehicle including creating a mobile command center for constant
monitoring. During the deployment, roughly 22,000 COVID-19 tests were safely transported.
“During a time of rapid change
and uncertainty, the ability to think
innovatively alongside the Jacksonville
Transportation Authority, NAVYA,
and Beep during the pandemic has
strengthened all of our teams through
community collaboration.” - Kent Thielen,
M.D., CEO (Mayo Clinic of Florida)

THE BENEFITS
Beep was able to utilize JTA’s autonomous vehicle assets and optimize its additional autonomous vehicles
within Beep’s fleet to provide a much-needed service to the community during a time of need. The first-mile,
last-mile solution also provided Beep and JTA the ability to safely test fully autonomous operations with no
attendant onboard.
PARTNERS
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